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Abstract—We present a new approach for synthesising Pareto-
optimal Markov decision process (MDP) policies that satisfy
complex combinations of quality-of-service (QoS) software re-
quirements. These policies correspond to optimal designs or
configurations of software systems, and are obtained by trans-
lating MDP models of these systems into parametric Markov
chains, and using multi-objective genetic algorithms to synthesise
Pareto-optimal parameter values that define the required MDP
policies. We use case studies from the service-based systems and
robotic control software domains to show that our MDP policy
synthesis approach can handle a wide range of QoS requirement
combinations unsupported by current probabilistic model check-
ers. Moreover, for requirement combinations supported by these
model checkers, our approach generates better Pareto-optimal
policy sets according to established quality metrics.
I. INTRODUCTION
Markov decision processes (MDPs) provide a powerful
mathematical framework for modelling and analysing sequen-
tial decision-making problems under uncertainty [1], [2]. Their
ability to capture the complexity and uncertainty of modern
software-intensive systems has led to numerous MDP appli-
cations for stochastic control and dynamic optimisation, in
domains ranging from software product lines [3] and service-
based systems [4] to self-adaptive systems [5] and robotics [6].
Software engineers can employ MDPs both during system
design to analyse different system architectures [4], [7] and at
runtime to support system reconfiguration [5], [8]. Consider a
service-based system whose operations can be performed by
alternative combinations of functionally equivalent third-party
services that operate with different reliability, response time
and cost. Modelling this service orchestration problem as an
MDP allows engineers to analyse how the use of different ser-
vice combinations affects the quality attributes of the system.
The solution to the MDP is a policy that determines which
concrete services should be selected so that a given objective,
such as the overall system reliability or operational cost, is
optimised. Given the MDP representation of such a system
and a temporal logic specification [9] that formally defines
the objective to be optimised, probabilistic model checkers
like PRISM [10] and Storm [11] can automatically synthesise
an optimal policy for the specification.
Software systems often require the simultaneous optimisa-
tion of multiple objectives whilst also satisfying a set of strict
constraints. In a service-based system, software engineers may
be interested in policies corresponding to services orchestra-
tion that minimise the system operation cost and response
time, subject to keeping the system reliability above a critical
threshold. This is an instance of a multi-objective optimisation
problem [12]. In software-intensive systems, these objectives
are typically conflicting, e.g., a more reliable or responsive
service tends to be more expensive. As such, the MDP policy
synthesis needs to generate Pareto-optimal policy sets, i.e., sets
of policies that (i) satisfy all constraints, and (ii) for which
no policy exists that also satisfies the system constraints and
achieves better values for all the optimisation objectives [13].
Executing multi-objective model checking on MDPs for
the synthesis of Pareto-optimal policies is an important and
non-trivial problem [14]. Despite recent advances [13], [15],
[16], [17], [18], existing approaches either use simple iter-
ative methods, or rely on reductions and simplifications to
solve the problem using linear programming. This limits their
applicability to (i) single-objective problems with multiple
strict constraints (for which a single best policy exists); or
(ii) unconstrained problems with up to three optimisation
objectives. Accordingly, these approaches support only a
small fragment of the multi-objective MDP model checking
spectrum, and cannot synthesise Pareto-optimal policies for
many practical problems encountered, for instance, in software
product lines [3], [19].
Our paper introduces EvoPoli, an approach that supports
the synthesis of Pareto-optimal policies for MDPs with arbi-
trary combinations of constraints and optimisation objectives.
EvoPoli uses evolutionary algorithms [12] to synthesise poli-
cies that cover sufficiently the policy space enabling decision-
makers to obtain a holistic view of the tradeoffs between the
policies in the objective space and make an informed decision.
























Fig. 1: EvoPoli high-level workflow.
optimal policies for MDPs as a multi-objective search-based
problem [20] and leverage the power of evolutionary algo-
rithms [12] to compute the required Pareto-optimal policies.
As shown in Figure 1, EvoPoli takes as inputs an MDP
model and a set of quality-of-service (QoS) constraints and
optimisation objectives formally defined in probabilistic com-
putational tree logic (PCTL) [9]. Through an MDP analy-
sis and transformation step, EvoPoli produces a parametric
discrete-time Markov chain (pDTMC) in which the model pa-
rameters encode the actions of the original MDP, and extracts
the action space, i.e., the set of possible actions modelled
in the MDP. During this step, EvoPoli also converts the
constraints and optimisation objectives into equivalent PCTL
specifications that comply with the pDTMC representation.
Next, EvoPoli executes a multi-objective search-based policy
synthesis procedure that successively evolves a population of
candidate policies until a termination criterion is met (either
the search budget is exhausted or no improvement occurs
over a specified number of evolution rounds). The result is
an approximate Pareto optimal set of policies, along with the
associated approximate Pareto front of QoS attribute values.
The main contributions of our paper are:
• The EvoPoli approach for the synthesis of Pareto-optimal
policies that extends the multi-objective model checking
on MDPs to a much broader spectrum of QoS software
requirement combinations than currently possible;
• An extensive EvoPoli evaluation on several variants of two
MDPs modelling real-world problems, for a wide variety
of constraints and optimisation objectives. Our experiments
show that EvoPoli can handle multiple QoS requirement
combinations unsupported by current probabilistic model
checkers. Moreover, for requirement combinations sup-
ported by these model checkers, EvoPoli produces much
better Pareto-optimal policy sets according to established
quality indicators [21] and statistical analyses [22].
• A prototype open-source EvoPoli tool and case study
repository, both available from our project web page at
https://github.com/gerasimou/MDPSynthesis.
II. PRELIMINARIES
A. Discrete-time Markov Chains
Definition 1 (Discrete-time Markov chain). A discrete-time
Markov chain (DTMC) over a set of atomic propositions AP
is a tuple D = (S, sI , P, L,R), where S 6= ∅ is a finite set
of states; sI ∈ S is the initial state; P : S × S → [0, 1]
is a transition probability matrix such that, for any states
s, s′ ∈ S, P (s, s′) gives the probability of transitioning from
s to s′, and
∑
s′∈S P (s, s
′) = 1 for any s ∈ S; L : S → 2AP
is a labelling function that maps every state s ∈ S to the
atomic propositions from AP that hold in that state; and R is
a (possibly empty) set of functions ρ : S → R≥0 that associate
non-negative values with the DTMC states.
A parametric DTMC (pDTMC) is a discrete-time Markov
chain whose transition probabilities P (s, s′) are specified as
rational functions over a set of parameters [23], [24], [25].
B. Markov Decision Processes
Markov decision processes generalise DTMCs with the
ability to model nondeterminism.
Definition 2 (Markov decision process). A Markov decision
process (MDP) over a set of atomic propositions AP is a
tuple M = (S, sI , A,∆, L,R), where S, sI , L and R are
defined as for a DTMC; A 6= ∅ is a finite set of actions; and
∆ : S × A → Dist(S) is a partial probabilistic transition
function that maps state-action pairs to discrete probability
distributions over S.
In each state s ∈ S, the set of actions a ∈ A for which
∆(s, a) is defined contains the actions enabled in state s, and
is denoted by A(s). The choice of which action from A(s)
to take in every state s is assumed to be nondeterministic.
We reason about the behaviour of MDPs using policies.
A policy resolves the nondeterministic choices of an MDP,
selecting the action taken in every state. MDP policies can be
classified into infinite-memory, finite-memory and memoryless
policies (depending on whether the action selected in a state
depends on all, a finite number, or none of the previously
visited states and on the actions selected in those states).
Our work, and probabilistic model checkers such as PRISM
and Storm, consider memoryless policies. Memoryless policies
can be further classified into deterministic (when the same
action is selected each time when a state is reached) and
randomised (when the action selected in a state is given by a
discrete probability distribution over the feasible actions). In
this work, we use deterministic memoryless policies (called
simply ‘policies’ in the rest of the paper).
Definition 3 (MDP policy). A (deterministic memoryless)
policy of an MDP is a function σ : S → A that maps each
state s ∈ S to an action from A(s).
C. Probabilistic Computation Tree Logic
Probabilistic computation tree logic (PCTL) [9], [26] is used
to quantify properties related to probabilities and rewards in
system specifications modelled by DTMCs and MDPs.
Definition 4 (PCTL formulae). State PCTL formulae Φ and
path PCTL formulae Ψ over an atomic proposition set AP
are defined by the grammar:
Φ::= true |α |Φ∧Φ | ¬Φ | P∼p[Ψ] |R∼r[C
≤k] |R∼r[FΦ]
Ψ::=XΦ | Φ U Φ | Φ U≤k Φ
(1)
TABLE I: Quality requirements for TAS
ID Type Description PCTL
R1 Constraint Workflow executions must succeed
with probability at least 95%
P≥0.95[F wOK]
R2 Objective Minimise the average response time Rtimemin=?[C]
R3 Objective Minimise the average operation cost Rcostmin=?[C]
where α ∈ AP is an atomic proposition, ∼∈ {≥, >,<,≤} is
a relational operator, p ∈ [0, 1] is a probability bound, r ∈ R+0
is a reward bound, and k ∈ N>0 is a timestep bound.
The PCTL semantics is defined using a satisfaction
relation |= over the states S. Given a state s of an MDP
M, s |= Φ means “Φ holds in state s”, and we have:
always s |= true; s |= α iff α ∈ L(s); s |= ¬Φ iff
¬(s |= Φ); and s |= Φ1 ∧ Φ2 iff s |= Φ1 and s |= Φ2.
The time-bounded until formula Φ1 U
≤k Φ2 holds for a path
iff Φ1 holds in the first i < k path states and Φ2 holds in
the (i + 1)-th path state; and the unbounded until formula
Φ1 UΦ2 removes the bound k from the time-bounded until
formula. The next formula XΦ holds if Φ is satisfied in the
next state. The semantics of the probability P and reward R
operators are defined over all policies σ of M as follows:
P∼p[Ψ] specifies that the probability that paths starting at
a chosen state s satisfy a path property Ψ is ∼ p for all
policies; R∼r[C
≤k] holds if the expected cumulated reward
up to time-step k is ∼ r for all policies; and R∼r[FΦ]
holds if the expected reward cumulated before reaching a
state satisfying Φ is ∼ r for all policies. Replacing ∼ p (or
∼ r) from (1) with min =? or max =? specifies that the
calculation of the minimum/maximum probability (or reward)
over all MDP policies is required. For a full description of the
PCTL semantics, see [9], [26].
III. RUNNING EXAMPLE
We illustrate EvoPoli on a service-based Tele Assistance
System (TAS) introduced in [27]. The TAS continually tracks
a patient’s vital parameters, adapts the drug type or dose
whenever needed, and takes action in case of emergency.
TAS combines three service types in a workflow (Figure 2).
When the system receives a request that includes the patient’s
vital parameters, a Medical Service analyses the data and
replies with instructions to (i) change the patient’s drug type,
(ii) change the drug dose, or (iii) trigger an alarm for first
responders.When changing the drug type or dose, TAS notifies
a local pharmacy using a Drug Service, and the alarm to notify
the first responders is executed via an Alarm Service.
The functionality of each service type can be fulfilled by
multiple service providers that offer functionally equivalent
service implementations with different levels of reliability,
performance, and cost. Reliability is given by the percentage
of service failures over a predefined time period, performance
is given by the service’s mean response time, and cost is the
price per service invocation.
At run time, the quality attributes of the services can vary,





























Fig. 2: TAS service workflow (adapted from [27]).
to select the combination of service implementations that
optimises its operation, based on the requirements in Table I.
The reconfiguration decision can be cast as an MDP policy
synthesis problem and modeled using high-level specification
languages employed by commonly used probabilistic model
checkers. Figure 3 illustrates the encoding of a TAS problem
instance in Prism, which contains a reconfiguration module
(reconf, lines 2-16) in charge of selecting the alternative
service implementations (one per service type) at the start
of the execution. Each of the implementation selections is
underspecified in the model and encoded as a nondetermin-
istic choice that will be resolved by the policy synthesis
process (lines 7-15). Once reconfiguration is complete, the
TASWorkflow module executes the workflow, communicat-
ing with the different service implementations selected via
synchronous actions with shared labels (between “[]” in each
command). If a service invocation fails, the workflow can
handle timeouts by retrying calls (line 34). The number of
retries is configurable via parameter MAX_TIMEOUTS (line
22). Due to space constraints, we only represent a subset of
commands that bind workflow calls with alternative service
implementations. Below the workflow module, the figure
shows an excerpt of one of the modules that encode service
implementations (medical analysis service MS1), which ac-
crues cost and time rewards (lines 55-59, 60-65, respectively),
whenever a synchronization with TASWorkflow actions oc-
curs, e.g., MS1_call (lines 48, 30).
The problem instance presented here is deliberately small
for illustration purposes. However, the solution space can grow
exponentially as alternative service implementations are added,
resulting in situations in which finding optimal policies for
service selection cannot be achieved using exhaustive search.
1 mdp
2 module reconf
3 MS sel: [0..MAX MS] init 0;
4 DS sel: [0..MAX DS] init 0;
5 AS sel: [0..MAX AS] init 0;
6
7 [sel MS1] (MS sel=0) −> (MS sel’=1);
8 ...
9 [sel MS5] (MS sel=0) −> (MS sel’=5);
10 ...
11 [sel DS1] (MS sel>0) & (DS sel=0) −> (DS sel’=1);
12 ...
13 [sel AS1] (DS sel>0) & (AS sel=0) −> (AS sel’=1);
14 ...




19 task:[notSelected..buttonMsg] init notSelected; ...
20 wOK : bool init false;
21 wDone : bool init false;
22 tos:[0..MAX TIMEOUTS] init MAX TIMEOUTS;
23
24 [] (reconf done) & (task=notSelected) −> 0.5: (task’=getVitalParams)
25 + 0.5: (task’=buttonMsg);
26
27 [] (task=buttonMsg) & (!MSInvoked) −> (MSInvoked’=true)
28 & (res’=sendAlarm);
29
30 [MS1 call] (task=getVitalParams) & (!MSInvoked) −> (MSInvoked’=true);
31 [MS1 patientOK] (MSInvoked) −> (res’=patientOK) & (wOK’=true)
32 & (wDone’=true);
33 ...
34 [MS1 to] (tos>0) & (MSInvoked) −> (MSInvoked’=false) & (tos’=tos−1);
35 [MS1 to] (tos=0) & (MSInvoked) −> (wDone’=true);
36 ...
37 [MS5 call] (task=getVitalParams) & (!MSInvoked) −> (MSInvoked’=true);
38
39 [DS1 call] (MSInvoked & !DInvoked) & (res=changeDrug) −> (DInvoked’=true);
40




45 MS1 OK: bool init false;
46 MS1 ready : bool init true;
47
48 [MS1 call] (MS sel=1) & (MS1 ready) −>
49 MS1 failure rate: (MS1 OK’=false) & (MS1 ready’=false)
50 + 1−MS1 failure rate: (MS1 OK’=true) & (MS1 ready’=false);
51 ...




56 [MS1 call] true : MS1 cost;
57 ...
58 [AS3 call] true : AS3 cost;
59 endrewards
60 rewards ”time”
61 [MS1 patientOK] true : MS1 response time;
62 ...
63 [AS3 sendAlarmOK] true : AS3 response time;




analysis, drug, and alarm
services, encoded as
nondeterministic choices.
reconf module selects alternative
implementations for different service types.
TASWorkflow module models the workflow
depicted in Figure 2.
Once reconfiguration
is done, picks task with
equal probability.
If buttonMsg picked, skips analysis, goes directly to alarm.
Calls/handles MS response to check patient’s vital parameters.
Call to service fails with probability encoding
failure rate for this service implementation.
MS determined to change drug/dose.
MS determined to raise alarm.
MSX, DSX, ASX modules model alternative
service implementations.
cost reward accrues economic cost per service call.
time reward accrues time spent on service operations.
Commands enabled only if service implementation selected.
MS timeout handling.
Fig. 3: MDP model of the Tele Assistance System [27]
encoded in the high-level modelling language of PRISM [10].
IV. EVOPOLI
A. Problem Definition
EvoPoli is applicable to systems whose behaviour can be
modelled by MDPs, with the action set A(s) from Definition 2
encoding the choices (e.g., of functionally equivalent services
that can be invoked to perform an operation) available when
the system state is modelled by state s ∈ S of the MDP.
Definition 5 (Policy Decision Space). The policy decision
space of an MDP M = (S, sI , A,∆, L,R) is the set of all
valid MDP policies, DS = {σ : S → A | σ(s) ∈ A(s)}. The
number of such policies is #DS =
∏
s∈S #A(s).
In line with the standard practice in the engineering of
software-intensive systems [20], EvoPoli considers systems
with n1 ≥ 0 constraints and n2 ≥ 1 optimisation objectives.
A constraint specifies a bound for the acceptable values of
a quality attribute, while an optimisation objective specifies
whether a quality attribute should be maximised or minimised
subject to satisfying all n1 constraints.
Given an MDP M = (S, sI , A,∆, L,R), n1 ≥ 0 PCTL-
encoded constraints of the form
Ci ::= P∼pi [·] | R∼ri [·], 1 ≤ i ≤ n1, (2)
and n2 ≥ 1 PCTL-encoded optimisation objectives of the form
Oi ::= Pmax[·] |Pmin[·] |Rmax[·] |Rmin[·], 1 ≤ i ≤ n2, (3)
where ‘·’ is a placeholder for the set of PCTL probability
and reward properties supported by (1), the constrained multi-
objective policy synthesis problem solved by EvoPoli is to find
the Pareto-optimal set PS of MDP policies that satisfy the
n1 constraints and are Pareto-optimal with respect to the n2
optimisation objectives. Formally,
PS = {σ ∈ DS |
∧n1
i=1 B (M,σ,Ci) ∧ (∄ σ
′ ∈ DS • σ′ ≺ σ)}
(4)
where B (M,σ,Ci)∈B is True if the constraint Ci is satisfied
for the MDP model M and policy σ, and False otherwise. The
dominance relation ≺: DS×DS → B, assuming minimisation
of the optimisation objectives O1, O2, · · · , On2 , is given by
∀σ, σ′ ∈ DS • σ ≺ σ′ ≡ ∀1≤ i≤n2 •Q (M,σ,Oi) ≤
Q (M,σ′, Oi) ∧ ∃1≤ i≤n2 •Q (M,σ,Oi) < Q (M,σ
′, Oi)
(5)
where Q (M,σ,Oi) ∈ R denotes the value of the optimisation
objective Oi for policy σ on model M.
Finally, given the Pareto-optimal policies set PS , the Pareto-
optimal front PF is defined by
PF = {(Q (M,σ,O1) , . . . , Q (M,σ,On2)) |σ ∈ PS} . (6)
Example 1. Requirements R1–R3 from Table I define a
constrained multi-objective optimisation problem for the MDP
modelling the TAS system from our running example (Fig-
ure 3), where n1=1, C1=R1, n2=2, O1=R2 and O2=R3.
Solving the constrained multi-objective policy synthesis
problem to establish the set PS of Pareto-optimal policies (4)
and the Pareto front PF (6) is complex and non-trivial [13].
Existing research [28], [18], [16], [17] can only solve simpler
forms of this problem, i.e., those for which n2=1 (i.e., nu-
merical queries) or n1=0 (i.e., unconstrained Pareto queries).
We explain next how our EvoPoli approach supports the
synthesis of Pareto-optimal policies for an arbitrary number of
constraints and optimisation objectives. Furthermore, through
experiments detailed in Section VI, we illustrate how EvoPoli
subsumes the policies produced by the current state-of-the-art
techniques for the simpler problem variants they can solve.
B. MDP to pDTMC Transformation
To solve the constrained multi-objective policy synthesis
problem for an MDP M= (S, sI , A,∆, L,R), we construct
a parametric DTMC D(M) = (S, sI , P, L,R) with the same
state space, initial state, labelling function and reward function
set as M. For any pDTMC states s, s′ ∈ S with actions
A(s)={a1, a2, . . . , an} enabled in state s, the transition proba-
bility P (s, s′) is defined over a parameter x(s)∈{1, 2, . . . , n}:





We use the shorthand notation x : S → N to refer to all
the parameters of this pDTMC. Next, we define n2 pDTMC
optimisation objectives O′1, O
′




MDP optimisation objectives from (3) such that, if the i-th
MDP optimisation objective is Pmax=?[·], then O
′
i is ‘max-
imise P=?[·]’, etc. The next result shows that solving the
MDP policy synthesis problem from the previous section is
equivalent to solving a similar problem for this pDTMC.
Theorem 1. If PS ′ is the set of combinations of parameter
values for which D(M) satisfies the constraints (2) and is
Pareto-optimal with respect to the objectives O′1, O
′
2, . . . ,
O′n2 , the solution PS of the constrained multi-objective policy
synthesis problem for the MDP M is given by
Policies(PS ′) = {σ :S→A | ∃x∈PS ′.(∀s∈S.σ(s) = ax(s))}.
(8)
Proof. We prove the theorem by contradiction. First, suppose
that Policies(PS ′) contains a policy σ /∈ PS , and let x ∈ PS ′
be the combination of pDTMC parameter values associated
with this policy. As x ∈ PS ′, the D(M) instance associated
with x satisfies the constraints (2). Also, according to (7),
the D(M) instance associated with x and the MDP M under
policy σ have identical transition probabilities, so M must also
satisfy these constraints under policy σ. As such, σ /∈ PS =⇒
∃σ′ ∈ PS . σ′ ≺ σ. Additionally, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n2, D(M)
instance associated with x and the MDP M under policy σ
must yield the same values for the properties evaluated for the
optimisation objectives Oi and O
′
i, respectively.
Consider now the D(M) parameter combination x′ that
satisfies ∀s ∈ S . σ′(s) = ai =⇒ x
′(s) = i. As before, since
σ′ ∈ PS , both the MDP M under policy σ′ and the D(M)
instance associated with x′ must satisfy the constraints (7)
and must yield identical values for the properties evaluated
for the optimisation objectives Oi and O
′
i, respectively, for all
1 ≤ i ≤ n2. It follows that x
′ dominates x, and therefore
x /∈ PS ′, which contradicts the assumption we started from.
Accordingly, Policies(PS ′) \ PS = ∅. The same reasoning
can be used to show that PS \ Policies(PS ′) = ∅, and
therefore we must have PS = Policies(PS ′).
Example 2. Figure 4 shows the result of applying the MDP
to pDTMC transformation described above to the reconf
module from the TAS system MDP in Figure 3. This pDTMC
fragment shows how the nondeterministic choices from the
MDP are replaced by choices parameterised by the three





2 const int xMS sel; // 1, 2, ..., MAX MS
3 const int xDS sel; // 1, 2, ..., MAX DS
4 const int xAS sel; // 1, 2, ..., MAX AS
5 module reconf
6 MS sel: [0..MAX MS] init 0;
7 DS sel: [0..MAX DS] init 0;
8 AS sel: [0..MAX AS] init 0;
9
10 [sel MS1] (MS sel=0) & (xMS sel=1) −> (MS sel’=1);
11 ...
12 [sel MS5] (MS sel=0) & (xMS sel=5) −> (MS sel’=5);
13 ...
14 [sel DS1] (MS sel>0) & (DS sel=0) & (xDS sel=1)−> (DS sel’=1);
15 ...
16 [sel AS1] (DS sel>0) & (AS sel=0) & (xAS sel=1) −> (AS sel’=1);
17 ...
18 [sel AS3] (DS sel>0) & (AS sel=0) & (xAS sel=3) −> (AS sel’=3);
19 endmodule
Ordered selection of service
implementations, encoded
as parameterised choices.
Fig. 4: pDTMC encoding of the reconf module from the TAS
MDP in Figure 3.
C. Evolutionary-based Policy Synthesis
Using exhaustive analysis to solve the constraint multi-
objective synthesis problem is unfeasible since the policy
decision space DS (cf. Def 5) is typically extremely large.
For instance, for the MDP model of our TAS running example
from Section III |DS| ≈ 1065, while for the systems consid-
ered in our experimental evaluation |DS| > 101000. Clearly,
enumerating and evaluating all possible policies is both time-
consuming and computationally-prohibitive.
EvoPoli reformulates the policy synthesis problem as
a search-based optimisation problem [20] and uses multi-
objective genetic algorithms (MOGA) [12], like the widely-
used NSGA-II [29] and SPEA2 [30] algorithms, to intelli-
gently navigate the decision space. EvoPoli iteratively evolves
a population of candidate policies to identify promising re-
gions in the decision space and synthesise a close approx-
imation of the Pareto-optimal policies set PS. EvoPoli
encodes each candidate policy (i.e., solution) as a tuple of
genes. Each state s ∈ S for which the cardinality of its set
of enabled actions |A(s)| ≥ 2 is mapped to a gene. For any
state s, the corresponding gene can take values from the set
{1, 2, · · · , |A(s)|}. We refer interested readers to [7], [31] for
a detailed description of this encoding.
Algorithm 1 shows the high-level process underpinning
EvoPoli for the synthesis of the Pareto-optimal policies set
PS and the corresponding Pareto front set PF . Given as
inputs the DTMC D(M) induced by the MDP M, the decision
space DS, and the lists of constraints (C1, C2, · · · , Cn1)
and optimisation objectives (O1, O2, · · · , On2), EvoPoli starts
with empty PS and PF sets (line 2) and iteratively evolves
them through the loop (lines 3-25) until a termination crite-
rion is met. The function TERMINATE(PS,DS) holds when
the maximum number of candidate policy evaluations has
been carried out (i.e., budget exhausted), or when no new
updates have been made in PS over a fixed number of
successive iterations (i.e., the decision space has been ex-
plored sufficiently yielding diverse and Pareto-optimal poli-
Algorithm 1 Evolutionary-based Pareto Optimal Policy Syn-
thesis
1: function SYNTHESIS (D(M), DS, (Ci)1≤i≤n1 , (Oi)1≤i≤n2 )
2: PS ← ∅, PF ← ∅
3: while ¬TERMINATE(PS,DS) do
4: G ← GENERATECANDIDATEPOLICIES(DS,PS)
5: for all σ ∈ G do
6: {(Ci,σ)1≤i≤n1 , (Oi,σ)1≤i≤n2} ←
EVALUATEPOLICY(D(M), σ, (Ci)1≤i≤n1 , (Oi)1≤i≤n2)
7: if ∧1≤i≤n1{Ci,σ} then
8: dominated← false
9: for all σ′ ∈ PS do
10: if σ ≺ σ′ then
11: PS = PS \ {σ′}
12: PF =PF \{(Q(D(M), σ′, Oi))1≤i≤n2}





18: if ¬dominated then
19: PS = PS ∪ {σ}




24: PS, PF ← DIVERSIFYPOLICIES(PS, PF )
25: end while
26: return PS, PF
27: end function
cies). Within each iteration, EvoPoli initially employs the
GENERATECANDIDATEPOLICIES function (line 4) to create
a population G of plausible policies using MOGA-specific
crossover and mutation operators. Crossover randomly chooses
two fit policies from the current Pareto-optimal set PS and
exchanges their genes to produce new policies. Mutation, on
the other hand, creates a new policy by randomly changing
a subset of the genes of a policy based on its value range
encoded in the decision space DS. Next, the for loop (lines 5-
23) evaluates each policy σ ∈ G and establishes its dominance
relation (cf. Eq. 5) with respect to the policies in PS.
To this end, the EVALUATEPOLICY function (line 6) uses
a probabilistic model checker to determine the satisfaction
condition of the n1 constraints and obtain the values for the n2
optimisation objectives. The policy σ and the objectives tuple
are added to PS and PF , respectively, only if σ satisfies
all constraints and is not dominated by any other policy in
PS. Similarly, policies dominated by σ are removed from
PS along with their associated objectives tuple (lines 7-22).
The execution of DIVERSIFYPOLICIES (line 24) uses MOGA-
specific mechanisms for diversity preservation to select poli-
cies from PS that will participate in the next iteration. These
mechanisms maintain diversity in the population and generate
a PF that covers sufficiently the objective space. For instance,
the diversity mechanism used by NSGA-II [29] combines the
non-domination level of each evaluated policy and a crowding
distance metric, i.e., the population density in its area of
the search space. Once the evolution terminates, the Pareto-
optimal set approximation PS is returned along with the
Pareto-optimal front approximation PF (line 26).
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Fig. 5: Pareto front of policies for the TAS quality require-
ments from Table I synthesised using EvoPoli instrumented
with NSGA-II [29] and SPEA2 [30].
Example 3. Figure 5 shows two Pareto front PF sets obtained
for our TAS running example using the quality requirements
from Table I. As shown, the NSGA-II-instrumented EvoPoli
produces more policies than its SPEA2-instrumented counter-
part. Both MOGAs had the same experimental setup, i.e., 1000
evaluations and a population of 20. We should also highlight
that neither PRISM [10] nor Storm [11] can produce a Pareto
front for this combination of objectives and constraints.
V. IMPLEMENTATION
To ease the evaluation and adoption of EvoPoli, we have im-
plemented a prototype tool in Java that realises the high-level
EvoPoli workflow from Figure 1. The MDP transformation
component consumes an MDP model specified in the high-
level modelling language of the PRISM model checker [10]
and the PCTL-encoded constraints (2) and optimisation objec-
tives (3), and applies the process described in Section IV-B to
produce the pDTMC and the pDTMC-compliant constraints
and optimisation objectives. We have developed the synthesis
method from Algorithm 1 on top of the search-based soft-
ware engineering tool EvoChecker [7], [31]. The open-source
code of EvoPoli, the full experimental results summarised in
the following section, additional information about EvoPoli




RQ1 (Validation): How does our approach perform com-
pare to existing probabilistic model checkers? We analyse if
our approach can synthesise policies of similar quality to those
produced by the probabilistic model checkers PRISM [10]
and Storm [11] for the simpler class of problems (i.e., uncon-
strained Pareto queries) that these model checkers can solve.
RQ2 (Effectiveness): How do EvoPoli instances instru-
mented with different MOGAs compare to each other? We
used this research question to analyse the impact of different
MOGAs in the performance of EvoPoli. To this end, we study
TABLE II: Quality requirements for Ocean Worlds
ID Type Description PCTL
R1 Constraint The robotic lander must complete




R2 Objective Maximise science value RSV
=max?
[C]
R3 Objective Maximise probability of success Pmax=?[F done]
R4 Objective Minimise energy consumption REC
min=?
[C]
the quality of EvoPoli-synthesised policies when our approach
uses the established MOGAs NSGA-II [29] and SPEA2 [32].
RQ3 (Decision support): Can EvoPoli provide useful in-
sights into the trade-offs between the quality attributes
values produced by different policies? To support decision
making and help software engineers to make informed de-
cisions, EvoPoli must synthesise policies with different trade-
offs. Hence, we assessed the trade-offs in policies produced by
EvoPoli for the software systems analysed in our evaluation.
B. Evaluation Methodology
Software Systems. We performed a wide range of exper-
iments to evaluate EvoPoli using multiple variants of two
software systems derived from different application domains:
(1) the service-based Tele Assistance System (TAS) adapted
from [27] and described in Section III; and (2) a prototype
robotic planner software component for ocean world (OW)
exploration [33] which we describe next.
Ocean Worlds (OW). The Ocean Worlds Autonomy Testbed
for Exploration Research and Simulation project led by NASA
Ames Research Center is developing an autonomy software
testbed to spur the development of autonomy technologies for
surface missions [33]. This testbed is conceived for missions
in which a robotic lander collects and analyses samples,
and then sends relevant data back to Earth. To complete
the mission, the robot must choose among xloc alternative
excavation locations each of which has an associated science
value (a measurement of the potential interest of samples in
that location) and an excavatability risk (signifying the safety
and difficulty of excavating in that part of the terrain). For
each successful excavation, the robot must choose where to
dump the resulting rubble by selecting among dloc available
dumping locations. Excavating and moving around the robot’s
arm consumes a corresponding amount of energy. Data is sent
back to Earth during a specific time window for processing and
further analysis. Table II shows the OW mission requirements.
The autonomy software on the robotic lander includes a fa-
cility to replace existing plans as the mission progresses, with
updated plans coming from Earth or generated by automated
planners on-board and/or on Earth. One of such planners
employs MDP policy synthesis to make high-level decisions
about excavation and dumping location selections, which are
encoded as nondeterministic choices in a MDP model. For
the excavation location selection, each alternative is encoded
as a command in which a failure to excavate is associated
with a probability that encodes the excavatability risk. Three
reward structures capture the science value, time, and energy
TABLE III: System variants analysed using EvoPoli
Variant Details #DS Trun:mean(±SD)
TAS2 MAX_Timeout=2 1050 9647.21(±601.56)
TAS3 MAX_Timeout=3 1067 16827.73(±598.35)
TAS4 MAX_Timeout=4 1084 26519.87(±1016.59)
OW4 xloc=4, dloc=4 1072 668.57(±31.15)
OW5 xloc=5, dloc=5 1098 3756.21(±230.38)
OW6 xloc=6, dloc=6 10138 16362.04(±688.61)
consumption associated with each selection. Due to space
constraints we omit the full details of the MDP model of this
system; we refer interested readers to our project webpage.
Experimental Setup. We performed a wide range of ex-
periments using the TAS and OW system variants from
Table III. The ‘Details’ column lists the values specified for the
variables of each system variant, i.e., the maximum timeout
(MAX_Timeout) for the TAS, and the number of excavation
(xloc) and dumping (dloc) locations for the OW system.
The column ‘#DS ’ reports the search space of the policies
according to Def. 5. Finally, the column Trun reports the
average running time (and standard deviation in parenthesis)
for completing a policy synthesis run per system variant.
We instrumented the evolutionary-based policy synthesis
algorithm of EvoPoli using the established MOGAs NSGA-
II [29] and SPEA2 [32]. We also used the following configura-
tion to evaluate our approach: 5,000 evaluations with an initial
population of 100 individuals (i.e., 50 generations in total), and
default values for single-point crossover probability pc = 0.9
and uniform polynomial mutation probability pm = 0.8.
We selected these values based on our experience in the
field [7], [15], [31] and after performing a set of preliminary
experiments.
To alleviate the potential impact of randomness in the per-
formance and effectiveness of MOGAs (e.g., when choosing
the crossover point, when sampling randomly to execute the
mutation operation), we followed the established procedure
in search-based software engineering [20]. We executed 30
independent runs per system variant from Table III and each
multiobjective optimisation algorithm [22]. All the experi-
ments were run on a CentOS Linux 6.5 64bit server with two
2.6GHz Intel Xeon E5-2670 processors and 32GB of memory.
Statistical analysis. For real-world systems such as those
used in our experimental evaluation the policy decision space
DS (Def. 5) is extremely large. Thus, producing the actual
Pareto front is typically unfeasible. Aligned with the standard
practice [21], for each system variant we produce the reference
front comprising the nondominated policies from all the runs
executed across all MOGA-based EvoPoli instances and the
policies produced by the probabilistic model checkers Storm
and PRISM (for the simple class of multi-objective policy
synthesis problems that these models checkers can handle).
We used this reference front and the widely-used Pareto-front
quality indicators below to quantify the ‘goodness of fit’ of
Pareto front approximations synthesised by EvoPoli instances,
Storm and PRISM. For each quality indicator, we use a box
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Fig. 6: Boxplots comparing EvoPoli (NSGA-II), EvoPoli (SPEA2), PRISM and Storm for the TAS (left) and OW (right) system
variants and for unconstrained Pareto queries (i.e., n1=0, n2=2), evaluated using quality indicators IHV , Iǫ and IIGD.
• The IHV (Hypervolume) indicator uses a reference front
and measures the volume in the objective space consumed
by a Pareto front approximation. IHV measures both diver-
sity and convergence, and is strictly Pareto compliant1 [21].
Better Pareto front approximations have larger IHV values.
• The Iǫ (Unary additive epsilon) denotes the minimum
additive term needed to alter the objective vector from a
Pareto front approximation to dominate the corresponding
objective vector of the reference front. This indicator shows
convergence to the reference front and is Pareto compliant.
Smaller Iǫ values mean better Pareto front approximations.
• The IIGD (Inverted Generational Distance) indicator mea-
sures the Euclidean distance in the objective space between
the reference front and the Pareto front approximation.
IIGD signifies an “error measure”, and indicates both
diversity and convergence to the reference front. Smaller
IIGD values signify better Pareto front approximations.
Following the recommended practice [22], we used infer-
ential statistical tests to compare the quality indicator values
obtained by EvoPoli instances and the values obtained by
PRISM and Storm. We employed the Shapiro-Wilk test and
confirmed that the quality indicator values do not follow a
normal distribution. Thus, we used the Mann-Whitney and
Kruskal-Wallis non-parametric tests with 95% confidence level
(α = 0.05) to analyse the results without making assumptions
about the data distribution or the homogeneity of its vari-
ance. We also performed a post-hoc analysis with pairwise
comparisons between the algorithms, using the conservative
Bonferroni correction pcrit = α/k (k is the number of
comparisons) to control the family-wise error rate.
When statistical significance exists, we use Cohen’s d to
quantify the importance of the observed effect [22]. Cohen’s
d score summarises the difference between two groups as the
1Pareto compliant indicators conform to the order specified by the Pareto
dominance relation on Pareto front approximations [21]
number of standard deviations with d=0.2, d=0.5 and d=0.8
denoting a small, medium and large effect size, respectively.
C. Results & Discussion
RQ1 (Validation). Since neither PRISM nor Storm can solve
the constrained multi-objective policy synthesis problem from
Section IV-A, we can ensure a fair comparison only by
transforming the problem into an unconstrained Pareto query
(i.e., n1 = 0, n2 = 2) that both model checkers can handle
2.
To achieve this, we removed constraint R1 from both systems
and retained requirements R2, R3 (minimise response time,
minimise cost) and R2, R4 (maximise science value, minimise
energy) for TAS and OW, respectively.
Figure 6 shows the boxplots for the IHV , Iǫ and IIGD
quality indicators for all six system variants from Table III.
Undoubtedly, for all quality indicators and across all system
variants there is a clear distance between the quality indicator
values obtained by EvoPoli instrumented with NSGA-II or
SPEA2 and those produced by PRISM and Storm. We con-
firmed our findings from the visual inspection of the boxplots
by using the Kruskal-Wallis test which showed statistical
significance (p-value < 0.05) for all system variants and
for all quality indicators. We also ran a post-hoc analysis
of pairwise comparisons between the EvoPoli instances, and
PRISM and Storm using the Mann-Whitney test. For all
comparisons, we observed statistically significant differences
in favour of EvoPoli, with the p-value being in the range
[6.2473E − 15, 1.0016E − 13] and with a high effect size
(d > 0.8). This is a key result of our validation experiments
that indicates EvoPoli’s capacity to produce Pareto fronts of
higher quality than those produced by PRISM and Storm.
We support further our findings through the Pareto front
approximations produced by NSGA-II-based EvoPoli, PRISM
and Storm for the OW system variants (Figure 7). Evidently,
2We selected the maximum number of objectives that both model checkers
support; Storm can handle up to three objectives.
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Fig. 7: Pareto front approximation for the OW system variants (OW4 left, O5 middle, OW6 right) and objectives R2 (maximise
























































Fig. 8: Boxplots comparing EvoPoli (NSGA-II) and EvoPoli (SPEA2) for the TAS (left) and OW (right) system variants and
requirements from Tables I and II, respectively, evaluated using quality indicators IHV , Iǫ and IIGD.
the policies synthesised by EvoPoli for this typical run closely
approximate those produced by the model checkers while also
covering a larger spectrum of the objective space. In general,
both model checkers found the same policies as shown by
the identical Pareto fronts (Figure 7) and the almost identical
quality indicator values (Figure 6) – in few problem instances
Storm produced more solutions than PRISM. Irrespective
of the system variant, however, the produced policies are
constrained to the boundaries of the objective space. Since
the model checkers employ linear programming, they, unsur-
prisingly, have difficulties finding useful policies when the
objective space is non-convex [17]. In contrast, EvoPoli with
its MOGA-based specialisation is not sensitive to the shape or
continuity of the Pareto front, and, thus, can synthesise policies
when the objective space is also discontinuous or concave [12].
We note that due to the iterative nature of MOGAs used
in EvoPoli, our approach takes more time than PRISM or
Storm. We have demonstrated, however, that EvoPoli produces
a richer and more diversified set of solutions than the other
model checkers. Investigating mechanisms to improve the
scalability of EvoPoli is part of our future work.
These findings clearly demonstrate that EvoPoli can syn-
thesise policies of equivalent quality to those produced by
PRISM and Storm for the simpler class of problems (i.e.,
unconstrained Pareto queries) that these model checkers can
solve. Also, the EvoPoli-produced Pareto front is greatly more
diverse and covers a wider spectrum of the objective space.
RQ2 (Effectiveness). We answer this research question by
comparing the quality of the Pareto fronts synthesised by
two EvoPoli instances using NSGA-II [29] and SPEA2 [32]
for the TAS and OW system variants and the full set of
requirements from Tables I and II, respectively. Figure 5 shows
two derived Pareto fronts for a typical run using these two
EvoPoli instances. As shown in Figure 8, the distributions
of the IHV , Iǫ and IIGD quality indicators for the SPEA2-
instrumented EvoPoli have a larger overall variability. In
contrast, the NSGA-II-based boxplots are more concentrated
as indicated by the smaller whiskers and the very few points
above or below them. Since both MOGAs generally follow
the same evolutionary algorithm principles and apply elitism,
i.e., they propagate the best policies across generations, this
behaviour could occur due to the different diversity preserva-
tion mechanisms used; NSGA-II employs a crowding distance
while SPEA2 invokes an archive truncating procedure [12].
The statistical comparison using the Mann-Whitney test
showed statistical significance across all system variants,
with p-value ranging [1.716E−12,2.599E−10] and [6.255E−
10, 2.655E−06] for TAS and OW, respectively. The effect size
was large in all system variant-quality indicator combinations
except from the TAS4-IHV pair where the effect was medium.
These results provide strong empirical evidence that EvoPoli
with NSGA-II can synthesise policies that achieve better
quality indicator values than policies synthesised by EvoPoli
using SPEA2. More importantly, we have shown that EvoPoli
can form effective Pareto optimal policies sets using alternative
MOGAs, thus demonstrating the ability of EvoPolito solve the
constraint multi-objective policy synthesis problem.
RQ3 (Decision Support). We answer this research question
by qualitatively analysing the Pareto front approximations to
identify actionable insights concerning the trade-offs between
the quality attributes encoded by the synthesised policies. First,
through the use of MOGAs, EvoPoli can examine efficiently
the discontinuous, and likely non-convex, policy decision
space to produce Pareto front policy approximations that
cover sufficiently the space. Given this information, software
engineers can have a more informed view of the different
quality attributes trade-off for their system.
Second, EvoPoli enables the identification of the “points
of diminishing returns” where every increase in the value
of a quality attribute incurs a disproportional deterioration to
the other quality attributes. For the OW6 system variant, for
instance, one such point is approximately located at (5,0.75)
signifying that policies which contribute higher science val-
ues consume significantly more energy. Depending on the
system-specific preferences, software engineers can use this
information to eliminate such policies (if a balance in quality
attributes is preferred) or analyse further these policies (e.g.,
equip the robot with a larger battery to accommodate the
increased energy consumption and enable to use this policy).
Finally, a closer inspection of the Pareto policies set revealed
multiple policies that yielded the same quality attribute values.
From a planning perspective, these alternative policies (cannot
be shown on the Pareto fronts as their values overlap) are
very useful as they can support fast system reconfiguration
without the need to perform another policy synthesis operation.
Having, for instance, a repository of policies with the same
quality attributes enables the quick selection of the functioning
policies when a malfunction renders the currently active policy
unusable. This is a unique feature of EvoPoli that does not
exist in either Storm or PRISM.
D. Threats to Validity
We limit construct validity threats that could occur due
to simplifications in the adopted experimental methodology
using the widely-studied TAS case study [27]. We obtained
the information for the OW system from the literature [33].
We mitigate internal validity threats that could introduce
bias when establishing the causality between our findings and
the experimental study by assessing EvoPoli using independent
research questions. We reported results over 30 independent
runs per system variant, thus reducing threats due to the
stochasticity of the employed multi-objective evolutionary
algorithms. Also, we used the inferential statistical tests Mann-
Whitney and Kruskal-Wallis to check for statistical signif-
icance (α = 0.05), supported by post-hoc analysis using
Mann-Whitney’s test and Bonferroni’s correction to control
the family-wise error rate. Finally, we employed Cohen’s d to
assess the effect size and calculate the amount of improvement.
We mitigate external validity threats that could affect the
generalisation of our approach by developing EvoPoli on top
of the search-based software engineering tool EvoChecker [31]
that uses MDP models encoded in the high-level modelling
language of PRISM [10]. The experimental evaluation using
multiple variants of two software systems reduces further
the risk that EvoPoli may be difficult to use in practice.
However, further experiments are needed to establish the
applicability, feasibility and scalability of EvoPoli in domains
and applications with characteristics different from those used
in our evaluation.
VII. RELATED WORK
Markov decision processes (MDP) have a wide range of ap-
plications in software systems across many domains [8], [34],
[35], [36]. MDP models can leave nondeterministic choices
underspecified, which can be resolved in disparate ways by
different control policies that can balance multiple, potentially
conflicting, objectives [3], [37], [38]. In a high optimisation
space, there is typically no single policy that optimises all
objectives, but rather, a set of Pareto optimal policies with
different tradeoffs that form a Pareto front. For existing model
checkers, Pareto fronts are often obtained by either using linear
programming [16], [13] or iterating over weighted sums of
objectives [17], [39], [40]. Employing these methods lead to
limited applicability and scalability due to the computational
cost involved, constrained search space and the limited number
of optimisation objectives supported [7], [31], [18], [28].
PRISM and Storm, for instance, are two of the most advanced
probabilistic model checkers currently available, and they are
limited to synthesis of MDP multi-objective policies that can
consider up to two and three optimisation objectives without
constraints (in Storm and PRISM, respectively), or only one
objective if the problem contains constraints. In contrast,
EvoPoli can handle an arbitrary combination of any number
of constraints and objectives. Also, Pareto fronts generated
by our approach contain much more diversity because, unlike
other approaches, the applicability of evolutionary algorithms
is not constrained to convex optimisation problems, where the
set of achievable values for a Pareto query is also convex [17].
Multi-objective Reinforcement learning (RL) is a technique,
orthogonal to model checking, for obtaining Pareto optimal
policies. A major research direction of multi-objective RL
is currently on improving the efficiency of training [41],
[42], [43]. The approximation of Pareto fronts using RL is
determined by minimising the difference between sampling
actions and feedback signals. In contrast to conventional RL,
multi-objective RL uses one scalar feedback signal per ob-
jective, which amplifies training complexity and makes it less
efficient [44]. Another issue of using RL for obtaining Pareto
optimal policies is that it does not always guarantee safety
properties, although recent works started introducing extra
mechanisms to mitigate this issue (e.g., by integrating human
or domain knowledge in the training) [45]. However, these
approaches have several limitations, i.e., do not support multi-
objective optimisation [46], make strong assumptions [47], or
need complex preprocessing [43].
Search-based software engineering (SBSE), has been exten-
sively studied in various applications and domains, including
project management [48], [49], [50], software testing [51],
[52], [53], model checking [20], [54], [55], [56] and feature
selection in software product lines [57], [58]. SBSE has also
been extended to synthesising Pareto-optimal sets of proba-
bilistic models [7], [31], [59], [60]. EvoChecker [7], [31] uses
multiobjective optimisation (i.e., genetic algorithms) to au-
tomatically produce approximate Pareto-optimal probabilistic
model sets with respect to given requirements or constraints. In
our work, we leverage EvoChecker as a means of supporting
the synthesis method from Algorithm 1.
EvoPoli is, to the best of our knowledge, the first that can
solve the multi-objective constrained policy synthesis problem.
Concretely, EvoPoli can approximate a set of Pareto optimal
policies and the Pareto front for an arbitrary combination of
any number of optimisation objectives and constraints.
VIII. CONCLUSION
We presented EvoPoli, a tool-supported approach for the
automated synthesis of Pareto-optimal policies for MDPs
with complex combinations of constraints and optimisation
objectives. We evaluated EvoPoli on two case studies from
different domains and demonstrated its ability to synthesise
policies for problems that can be handled by the probabilistic
model checkers PRISM [10] and Storm [11] as well as for
more complex problems that neither of them can support. Our
future work includes (1) extending EvoPoli to support policy
synthesis on timed MDPs; (2) explore parallelisation methods
to improve EvoPoli’s scalability; and (3) applying EvoPoli to
other applications and scenarios.
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